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Navigating the Adult Spine: Bridging Clinical Practice and NeuroradiologyDemos Medical Publishing, 2006

	"This heavily illustrated introductory text covers the most important clinical, radiological, and management points in caring for the patient with spine problems. Both residents and practitioners will find the book simple but detailed enough to understand the nature of the patient's complaints, diagnose and manage common problems,...
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Clinical Neuropathology: Text and Color AtlasDemos Medical Publishing, 2006

	Divided into fourteen chapters, this text and full-color atlas is a complete overview of the pathologic and clinical aspects of neurologic diseases. Clinical Neuropathology is written for practicing neurologists and pathologists, as well as residents and fellows preparing for the neurology and pathology boards. It provides information...
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Neuroepidemiology: From Principles to PracticeOxford University Press, 2003
"A much needed reference...well-organized and consise, [the book] provides easy to understand case scenarios and examples...highly recommended for all practitioners in the field of evidence-based neurology and clinical neurological research."  --New England Journal of Medicine     

       Neuroepidemiology is the epidemiologic...
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Tourette Syndrome (Advances in Neurology)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		This volume provides a summary review of all recently published and ongoing research initiatives related to Tourette Syndrome. The latest research is presented in a clinical context, and controversial issues are fully discussed using an evidence-based approach. These issues include the prevalence of TS, the nature of the TS...
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Localization in Clinical NeurologyLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		Now in its Fifth Edition, this classic text provides a systematic approach to the anatomic localization of clinical problems in neurology. It offers clinicians a roadmap for moving from the symptom or observed sign to the place in the central or peripheral nervous system where the problem is. Clear discussions by three well-known...
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Handbook of the Aging BrainAcademic Press, 1998

	Handbook of the Aging Brain brings together diverse scientific disciplines to cover the most recent research findings in an easy-to-read summary. Scientists and clinicians will find a wide spectrum of subjects including gerontology, neurology, psychology, molecular biology, and cellular biology. The book includes general chapters on...
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Guide to Neuropsychiatric TherapeuticsLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		Written primarily by Fellows of the American Neuropsychiatric Association, this handbook offers practical, explicit, evidence-based guidelines for diagnosis and treatment of neuropsychiatric disorders. Concise, clinically oriented chapters cover all psychiatric and behavioral disorders associated with brain dysfunction. Each chapter...
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Principles and Practice of Palliative Care and Supportive Oncology (Visual Mnemonics)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		The first truly interdisciplinary book on supportive oncology and palliative care returns with a new edition that serves as a practical guide to the management of the myriad symptoms and quality-of-life issues that occur in patients with cancer—including newly diagnosed patients, patients undergoing treatment, cancer survivors,...
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The Leadership Brain For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Discover how scientific knowledge of the brain can make you a better leader


	Based upon the latest breakthroughs in neuroscience and advances in brain-based education, Leadership Brain For Dummies gives you the edge to influence, lead, and transform any team or organization.


	Drawing concrete connections between the...
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Textbook of Clinical Neurology, 3e (Goetz, Textbook of Clinical Neurology)Saunders, 2007

	Organized to approach patient problems the way you do, this best-selling text guides you through the evaluation of neurologic symptoms, helps you select the most appropriate tests and interpret the findings, and assists you in effectively managing the underlying causes. Its practical approach makes it an ideal reference for clinical...
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Field of Vision: A Manual and Atlas of Perimetry (Current Clinical Neurology)Humana Press, 2003

	A comprehensive survey on the use of bedside skills and perimetric devices to the test visual fields, and how to interpret the results. To develop the clinician's interpretative skills, the authors include a chapter on visual anatomy and an atlas of 100 real-life cases arranged in anatomic order from retina to striate cortex. By placing a...
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The Central Nervous SystemOxford University Press, 2010

	The Central Nervous System: Structure and Function, Fourth Edition continues the tradition of one of the most respected textbooks in clinical neuroscience by providing medical students the knowledge and understanding of neuroscience as a basis for clinical thinking. While remaining concise and easy to read, the text encourages...
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